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 Minnesota Historical Society 

      Archive-It Partner Since:
      Feb, 2006

        Organization Type:
        State Archives & Libraries

      Organization URL: 
       http://www.mnhs.org   
      

        Description: 

The Minnesota Historical Society is a non-profit educational and cultural institution established in 1849. The Minnesota Historical Society uses Archive-It to capture and preserve Minnesota news and journalism on the web for future generations. This project was funded in FY10, FY11, and FY12 by a grant from the Minnesota Arts and Cultural Heritage fund.
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URL: 
    http://www.bluestemprairie.com/
Collection:  Minnesota Blogs
Description: 
	  	"Bluestem Prairie is a hip (but not cynical) rural magazine ... Bluestem Prairie publishes articles and opinion by writers living in Greater Minnesota. Most of these posts are solicited. It will occasionally consider work from writers living outside of the coverage area if they have strong ties to the region or if the content is strong."
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URL: 
    http://heavytable.com/
Collection:  Minnesota Blogs
Description: 
	  	"The Heavy Table is a Twin Cities-based magazine passionately telling the stories of food and drink--from roots to table--in the Upper Midwest. We are interested in small, neighborhood restaurants; ethnic eateries with a story to tell; great home cooking; Upper Midwestern culinary traditions; stuff that’s hilarious; recipes that work; recipes that fail spectacularly; current events; local food; heirloom food; and people at all levels of the food creation, preparation, distribution and consumption chain."
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